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HERITAGE CHIMNEY RESTORATION (2)

Third-party scaffold contractor to deliver and erect tube and clamp scaffolding at both chimneys including access
for wall below roofline directly below chimney.

As per report supplied by Masonry Solutions Inc, tear down and dispose of each chimney down to the roofline.

Main chimney: Rebuild chimney to original height and design including new flashing at roofline for missing
section and the reuse of the existing brace pole utilizing the existing roof attachment.*

Rear chimney: Rebuild chimney to required height (TBD after scaffold set up)  and original dimensions extending
out of the roofline. This includes all new flashings at the roofline.

All materials to be used include those in provided MSI report including King 116 Cream C series mortar.

Bricks to be replaced include spalling brick at gable portion of chimney below the roofline on the rear chimney and
spalling bricks above a/c units on main chimney below roofline.  This price includes up to 75 brick maximum.  If
additional brick replacement is required it will be in addition.

Form and pour on-site concrete chimney caps and apply sealant after concrete cures.

Following scaffolding removal from third-party contractor, demobilize from site including cleanup of roof area
below chimneys, removal of debris from eavestroughs, leave ground below chimney broom swept.

Continued on the next page...
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If further damages are discovered upon commencement of the project that require further restoration, it will be
discussed upon discovery and will be in addition to this estimate.

It this chimney services a wood burning appliance, a WETT inspection is highly recommended prior to use.

HBS will make every effort to protect/preserve existing landscape/hardscape, however some damage may be
unavoidable and HBS is not responsible for these damages.

Any unforeseen delays beyond the control of HBS may incur scaffolding/equipment rental charges.  This estimate
includes up to one month scaffold rental.

This estimate assumes free and clear workspace from other trades, debris and contents while HBS is on site.

*if the stabilizing support pole is not re-usable or the anchoring point at roofline is compromised the necessary
repairs and material will be in addition.

Payment Terms: 40% deposit upon award, 40%  due at mobilization, 20% due upon completion.

* Please note: Venting for gas appliance into rear chimney will likely need to be extended to accommodate new
height.  This will need to be completed after demolition but before rebuild.  To be completed by others in
coordination with our project timelines.  Heritage Brick and Stone Inc will not be liable for its performance or
condition as it was not part of this estimate.

This quote is valid for 30 days.  If you have any questions, please contact us. $64,250.00



27 Chruch Street East – Current Chimney (Front and Rear) Condition 


